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George Gershwin’s extraordinary
musical world emerges, caresses
us, amazes us and finally
overwhelms us in the uniqueness
of this recording. Rolff shapes in a
contemporary writing, the songs,
the musicals, the jazz and the
orchestral sound that made
Gershwin's music the pillar on
which the 'American Sound' is
built.
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George Gershwin’s extraordinary musical world emerges,
caresses us, amazes us and finally overwhelms us in the
uniqueness of this recording. Rolff shapes in a
contemporary writing, the songs, the musicals, the jazz
and the orchestral sound that made Gershwin's music the
pillar on which the 'American Sound' is built.

Massimiliano Rolff, double bass player with an eye in
detail and creative composer, leads and shares his new
musical adventure with this amazing trio that features
dutch pianist Joost Swart and rising jazz star Jamie Peet
on drums. 

This international trio of musicians found a surprising
feeling and a unique understanding through the
highlights musical moments of the opera 'Porgy and
Bess' and on the amazing series of wonderful songs all
signed by George and Ira Gershwin. 

Melody is the main character of this concert, where
interplay, imaginative atmospheres, soul and swing are
revealed, in a climax of vibrant improvisations.

Suite from "Porgy and Bess"
Ain't necessarily so

Bess, you is my woman
I loves you Porgy

There's a boat leaving soon for NY
My man's gone now

Summertime

A foggy day
Love walked in

Who cares?
The man I love

How long has this been going on
Someone to watch over me

But not for me
Embraceable you

Porgy, Bess  and beyond
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Drummer Jamie Peet
(1991) lives in
Amsterdam. He started
playing the drums from
the age of 5. His playing
can be disrcibed as very
expressive and highly
interactive. Jamie played
with Kris Bowers, Gregory
Porter, Ramon Valle, Lars
Dietrich, Tineke Postma,
Dominic J Marshall, Ernst
Glerum, Pete Philly among
others. 
Jamie Peet is one of the
most demanded creative
drummers in the
European scene, and got
selected as best drummer
in the prestigious
Slagwerkkrant Poll Award
2020. 

Jamie Peet

“Joost Swart undoubtedly is the most interesting young pianist
that came on the scene last few years” (Remco Takken, Dutch
jazzcritic).
During his freshman year, Joost became founding member of the
famous Francien van Tuinen Quintet.
After intensively touring the big Dutch stages with Francien and
playing at the North Sea Jazz Festival 5 times, Joost took off to
New York City.Highlights include performing at famous venues like
‘club B.B. King’ on Times Square, and hosting the weekly
Saturday night jam sessions in club ‘Cleopatra’s Needle’ on
Broadway. During one of his gigs in New York, Joost drew the
attention of alto saxophonist Vincent Herring who invited him to
join his Quintet on a big European Tour in 2005, together with
bassist Essiet Essiet and the great Jesse van Ruller on guitar. In
2010 a new trio was formed with Jeroen Vierdag on bass and
Sebastiaan Kaptein on drums. The trio is called The Amsterdam
Jazz Connection (A.J.C.) and is already an established name in
Japan where they toured in 2010 and 2011 from Okinawa to
Tokyo, from Yokohama to Osaka. Their first release is recorded in
the Alto café in Amsterdam with guest player Benjamin Herman.
Currently, besides being a highly in-demand soloist in several
established jazz groups like the Rik Mol Group, Ben van den
Dungen Quartet, and the Tom Beek Quintet, Joost is working on a
wide range of projects. Recent highlights include regular concerts
among others with Benjamin Herman, Jesse van Ruller, John
Engels, Hans Dulfer, Rick Margitza, Vincent Herring, Don Braden,
Valery Ponomarev, Freddie Bryant, and Ralph Peterson.
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LISTEN / ESCUCHA / ASCOLTA 

 “Gershwin on Air”
PRIVATE LINK:  http://preview.challenge.nl/login

Password:73527

VIDEOS
YOUTUBE: https://youtu.be/B2JKwL2qlpo

YOUTUBE: https://youtu.be/oPpuCzxFC_A

WEB INFO
https://www.rolff.it/js_artist/gershwin-on-air/

==================================================

INFO & BOOKING

Slow Foot Music

Massimiliano Rolff 

ph +39 3385252398

email slowfootmusic@rolff.it

web https://www.rolff.it/slow-foot-music/


